DECLARATION OF INTEREST

Name: Iva Balgač

Organisation: Ministry of the Interior, General Police Directorate, Police Academy

Legal address: Avenija Gojka Šuška 1, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

Position/CEPOL involvement: Assistant Head of Police Academy; MB voting member

I do hereby declare on my honour that, to the best of my knowledge, all direct or indirect interests I have or have had in the previous 5 years, capable of compromising the objectivity in the context of my responsibilities, are listed below:

(1) Direct interests (financial benefits arising from, for example, employment, contracted work, investments, fees, consultancy/advice, honorary posts etc.)

NONE

(2) Indirect financial interests e.g. grants, sponsorships, or other kind of benefits received in a personal capacity

NONE

(3) Interest deriving from the professional activities of the member or his/her close family members (e.g. ownership of shares or other investments, employment, research funding etc. in a domain falling within CEPOL remit)

NONE

(4) Other interests or facts that the undersigned considers pertinent (other than the above that could be perceived as an interest in an activity falling within CEPOL remit and/or which could be perceived as compromising the ability of the individual to act in an independent manner in the public interest)

NONE

I hereby declare that I have read CEPOL’s Policy on Prevention and Management of Potential Conflict of Interest (https://www.cepol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/32-2014-GB.pdf) and that the above Declaration of Interest is at my best knowledge true and complete.

I also agree that if I should later acquire or hold any interests other than those listed above, I will declare them immediately.

I understand that for all members of the CEPOL Management Board, the Executive Director and other CEPOL management staff (Head of Operations, Head of Corporate Services, Head of Units), this declaration will be published on the CEPOL website*

Done at Zagreb on 14 January 2020

Signature

*Please note that CEPOL will ensure on its part that your personal data hereby submitted is processed as required by Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 and Decision No 1247/2002/EC. You have the right to access and rectify that data. To exercise these rights, please contact CEPOL at the functional mailbox: FM.declarationofinterest@cepol.europa.eu

1 please specify your current activity/connections with CEPOL